
Banners inform 
Syrians that going out 

after 8pm in the 
summertime and 7pm 
in the wintertime is 

“not permitted”.

—

Curfew is visible in 
the first couple of 

months, and enacted 
inconsistently.

Refugees are often 
unsure whether the 

curfew is still 
enforced, whether it is 

institutional or not, 
and whether it is 

enacted by the LAF, 
ISF, political parties, 
or municipal police.

—

In any case, most 
choose not to leave the 
house in the evening.

Non-competitive 
Providers of Security

There is a particular relation 
between formal and informal 
provision of security, 
whereby practical 
enforcement of regulations 
can happen through 
oftentimes complementary 
formal and informal channels, 
often making the physical 
presence of formal providers 
on the ground redundant.

PERCEPTION
The anticipation of violence 
appears to be based on ongoing 
perceived notions of threat by 
local residents, and is dealt with 
as sudden emergency which needs 
to be tackled with preemptive 
security measures. This 
expectation of violence is often a 
symbolic preservation of security. 

ASSERTIVENESS
Security enactment through 
curfews is a way for local 
residents to assert their territorial 
ownership and social status. 
Curfews acquire a symbolic value 
as they are enacted even if no 
petty crimes were registered and 
no refugees usually go out of the 
house in the evening.

MEMORY
Past episodes of violence in the 
collective memory, increase in 
public fear, and repercussions of 
regional political tensions appear 
to motivate the enforcement of 
security measures.

Various Security 
Systems in Place

Most interviewed Syrian 
refugees do not seem to 
resort to formal protection 
and security actors, largely 
due to their lack of legal 
status. They rather tend to 
refer to informal security 
actors when looking for 
protection, and comply with 
the mechanisms already 
encoded in the local space 
in which they reside.

Tacit Coordination 
Behind Security 
Provision

Curfews are implemented in 
a hybrid manner as they are 
enforced by various formal 
actors, while informal 
security providers, mainly 
within the authority of the 
municipality such as the 
municipal police, operating 
on blurred legal grounds 
implement such measures 
on the field. 

The first formal 
institution that ordinary 

people turn to on the spot.

—

Municipal policemen may 
reach out to political 
parties or influential 
locals for patrolling.

—

Many interlocutors 
expressed trust in 
municipalities and 
municipal police.

State institutions present 
on the ground and 

guaranteeing fully-fledged 
protection.

—

Do not seem to clash with 
informal security 

providers, might resort to 
maintaining protection 

through those providers.

—

Many interlocutors call 
the army whenever there is 
a major security problem.

Can be influential figures 
or ordinary citizens.

—

Fulfill "part time" role of 
security monitoring, 

guarding the streets and 
intervening when 
incidents occur. 

—

Can be independent or 
have political affiliations 

with local parties.

Advocate for human 
rights, often collect 
information from 

refugees on security 
incidents and violations. 

—

Primary organizations 
that Syrian refugees turn 

to for protection.

—

Unable to provide 
refugees with protection 

due to informal 
mandate.

Protect private 
properties or banks and 

companies.

—

Registered with the 
Ministry of Interior.

Serves as local gatekeeper 
of the community.

—

Has no explicit role in 
security issues.

—

Sometimes a point of 
reference for refugees 

seeking protection. 

One of the main informal 
security providers in 

Ebrine and Aley.

—

No role in security 
matters due to poor social 

legitimacy in Shebaa.

—

Carry weapons, legally 
and/or illegally.
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Moral values (qiyam) and traditions (taqalid) 
play a central role in guiding behavior to fit 

in a social setting, maintaining security, and 
reproducing the status quo, hence creating 
a certain cohesion among social groups and 

reinforcing mutual vigilance dynamics.

Enacting curfews and patrolling streets are 
recounted as means to preserving identities, 

claiming territories, and checking people's 
papers on a regular basis. 
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Curfew announced with banners 

and wri�en signs in the streets, 
enacted  only the first few weeks.
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